
6th January 2021 
 
 
 
Dear Parents/Carers of Year 10 Students 
 
In this academic update I would like to take the opportunity to share with you the key                 
features of our remote learning offer to support you and your child in navigating the support                
we are providing. We, along with many schools across the country, have learnt from our               
experiences of remote learning over the past 9 months and are in a better place to support                 
young people in achieving this. Let me begin by saying that should you or your child                
experience any difficulties their first point of contact should be the Year 10 Pastoral Team.               
Emails should be addressed to our Year 10 Student Support Assistant, Mrs Wells,             
alison.wells@hdhs.school. You may have already been contacted as the team worked to            
proactively address issues experienced in the previous national lockdown. We will continue            
to listen to your feedback and would be pleased to hear from you.  
 
Timetable - What should they be working on? 
 
Students should begin their remote learning by following their timetable. This will ensure they              
complete 4 lessons per day and are neither overwhelmed nor unchallenged by the learning              
experience. Staff will either share learning resources such as pre-recorded lessons or            
learning tasks at the beginning of the school day or, alternatively, ask students to complete a                
‘live’ lesson at the scheduled time of the lesson would have taken place in school. Either                
way, the student will be asked to complete approximately 75 minutes of learning per lesson.  
 
We recognise that the practicalities of running a family home alongside remote learning may              
mean that some students aren’t able to follow the school timetable precisely. As a rule of                
thumb, students should complete lessons on the day they would have had the lesson and               
attend any ‘live’ lessons at the correct time. This will allow your son or daughter to get the                  
most out of their remote learning and ensure members of staff are able to routinely feedback                
and amend their plans for subsequent lessons. ‘Live’ lessons will not occur on a daily basis                
but will be important as time goes on to maintaining motivation and contact with their class                
teachers.  
 
Google Classroom - Where will they find it? 
 
Whilst class teachers will be using various resources to deliver lessons remotely they will              
always set work via Google Classroom. This can be accessed through a phone, tablet or               
computer. Students can access the Google Classroom using their school email and            
password. They can contact the Year 10 Pastoral Team should they have difficulties             
accessing this but it should be a well-rehearsed activity that they are familiar with. 
 
The Classroom will have individual classes featuring codes such as “Class of 2020 - 10xStD”               
or “Class of 2020 - 10yMa1H”. Admittedly these can be confusing at first glance but your son                 
or daughter should be able to identify the classes by the teacher setting work and/or the                
titles of lesson tasks. It may be helpful to create a crib sheet this week so they can easily                   



identify which class is which. Lesson assignments with a due date will feature underneath              
the heading, as shown below in figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1 

 
The easiest way to find work is to review the ‘To Do’ list. This can be found using the menu                    
to the left-hand side and selecting ‘To Do’. This should display all incomplete assignments.  
 
Submitting Work - How will they send it back? 
 
At the end of the lesson, students will generally be asked to submit a piece of work. This                  
might be a quiz, a written document or evidence of a work in progress. This will allow                 
teachers to know that remote learning is being engaged with and subsequently allow us to               
promptly communicate with you if problems arise.  
 
Students have received a guide titled ‘Student Guide - Completing Assignments’ that talks             
through this process in detail and with visual steps. It may be worth reviewing this document                
with your child or asking them to explain to you how they submit their work to ensure they                  
are prepared for the half term ahead. 
 
Teacher Feedback - What will happen next? 
 
The next step includes two parts. Firstly we need to ensure we know that students are                
engaging with our remote learning offer and making sure we are promptly in contact with you                
to support where learning isn’t being completed. Teachers will review whether work has             
been completed within 24 hours of the scheduled lesson and use Go4Schools to             
communicate this.  
 
You should begin to see comments stating either “Remote Learning Submitted” or “Remote             
Learning Not Submitted” in the behaviour section of Go4Schools. This will be the first piece               
of feedback to let you know remote learning is being completed. Our Year 10 Pastoral Team                
will be in touch when work isn’t completed and support students in establishing routines for               
accessing and completing remote learning.  
 
Subsequent to this initial response your child should begin to receive individual or whole              
class feedback on the work being completed. This will provide details on common             
misconceptions and celebrate successes so that students are aware of what they are doing              
well and how they can improve further. We will also continue to use Go4Schools to celebrate                
and reward preparedness to learn. 



 
It is never too late to sign up to GO4School. Please follow the instructions below to set this                  
up if you haven’t already: 
 

1. Go to https://www.go4schools.com/ and select Parent icon in the top right 
2. Click on “First Time User” 
3. Use the email address you have given the school (only this email address will work) 
4. Set a password 
5. Download the mobile app “GO 4 Schools”  
6. Login with the details you have signed up with. 
7. Use the App to check your child’s attendance, behaviour, timetable. 

 
Taking the time to sign up to the app is greatly appreciated and will aid communication as                 
we move through the year. If you experience difficulties please contact the Year 10 Pastoral               
Team.  
 
Guardian Summaries- Can I see the work that is being set? 
 
All work will be set on Google Classroom. There is a feature that will enable a parent to                  
receive a weekly or daily update of the learning tasks being set. If this is a feature you would                   
like to have enabled for your son or daughter please send your email address to the Year 10                  
Pastoral Team and this can be added to their account. Emails are either sent daily at                
approximately 4 pm or at 4 pm on a Friday.  
 
Allow me to conclude by expressing my hope that this letter provides you with the detail                
needed to embark on a successful half term working in partnership to support your child's               
education. Let me reiterate that we are keen to hear from you and to resolve any issues you                  
are experiencing promptly. We will continue to ensure that no child is left behind and               
unapologetically challenge all students to achieve their full potential. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Mr J Bacon 
 
Mr J Bacon 
Assistant Headteacher 
james.bacon@hdhs.school 
 
 
 

https://www.go4schools.com/

